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ROC FEST FRENZIE
ROC Fest kicked off Monday night 
as students competed in different 
games during tournament night. 
PAGE  3
THE BIG RETURN
After sitting out last season, redshirt 
sophomore Anne Hughes returns to 
Eastern’s volleyball team. 
PAGE  8
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Junior sociology major Sandy Esparza and Evelin Reyes, a student from Honduras who is par-
ticipating in The Language Company, an extensive English program on campus that provides 
carefully-designed English as a Second Language programs, discuss the documentary and the 
questions that were asked after. Some questions included personal thoughts on undocument-
ed immigrants and ways the US should regulate immigration. 
By Brooke Schwartz
Staff Writer | @brookesch_wartz
On Monday, Students for Peace and Justice 
showed their original documentary “I am Mi-
gration” for the second semester in a row.
The documentary focused on different undoc-
umented immigrants in the Charleston commu-
nity and their individual stories. 
The overreaching message of the documenta-
ry was to show immigrants deserve respect, and 
that the mistreatment of them has lead to many 
innocent deaths, said Brenda Cuellar, the associ-
ate director of international students and schol-
ars.
“We wanted people to see a different point of 
view, to see immigrants as humans, to see them 
as people who just want a better life for them-
selves and for their families,” Cuellar said.
Many of the immigrants in the documentary 
had to leave their families in their home country. 
One anonymous immigrant said they were hap-
py, “but happiness alone is not enough.”
There has been very little change made to the 
contents shown since last semester, Cuellar said.
“The feedback from last event, it was pretty 
good. I think it sparked some interesting con-
versation, there were some people at the event 
who were pro-immigration reform and some 
who were not,” Cuellar said. “I think it was re-
ally neat to hear the perspective of so many dif-
ferent people and to be able to provide a differ-
ent perspective on the immigration conversation 
in the US.” 
Cuellar also said that interest in the event has 
grown with the concerns of the current adminis-
tration, which was shown by many more people 
attending the documentary showing than last se-
mester.
SPJ shows support for 
undocumented immigrants
SPJ, page 5 
By Kennedy Nolen
Multicultural Reporter | @KennedyNolenEIU
Max Naseri, a graduate student from Iran 
who is studying computer technology, said 
it is embarrassing that Iran is on the list of 
banned countries.
“(The travel ban) will affect many people, 
and it will affect the U.S,” Naseri said.
Pres ident  Dona ld  Trump imposed  a 
new ban Sunday evening including travel 
restrictions from eight countries: Chad, 
Iran, Libya, North Korea, Somalia, Syria, 
Venezuela and Yemen.
This ban replaces Trump’s previous travel 
ban,  which expired this  weekend. New 
restrictions are set to kick in Oct. 18.
Trave l  f rom these  countr i e s  wi l l  be 
suspended or will endure enhanced vetting 
processes.
Nase r i  a r r i ved  in  the  Uni ted  Sta te s 
on Jan. 23, 2016 and said after  Trump 
announced the ban Sunday night, he began 
to  look at  univers i t ie s  for  a  doctorate 
program and job availabilities in Canada, 
s ince he wi l l  receive his  Master’s  f rom 
Eastern in December.
He said he pays for a lot of things in 
the U.S., such as taxes, gas, tuition and 
everything in between.
Many of Naseri’s  fr iends in Iran who 
wanted to come to the U.S. for college 
have decided to go to Canada instead since 
Trump has been in office.
Brilliant minds from Iran, “geniuses” as 
Naseri called them, will not be able to take 
advantage of prestigious universities in the 
U.S. if this ban is put in place, he said.
One of Naseri’s Iranian friends got his 
doctorate from the University of Illinois 
Urbana-Champaign and interned with 
Google and Apple.
Naseri said if the ban is implemented for 
an extended amount of time, companies 
like this “cannot have geniuses from those 
countries.”
Tr u m p  d o e s  n o t  t h i n k  a b o u t  t h e 
consequences of not having these people in 
the U.S., he added.
Naseri’s mother was in the United States 
seven or eight months ago, and his father 
visited a year ago for a couple months.
For Naseri’s father, the process of getting 
a visa took a long time.
When Naseri planned to come to the 
U.S. for college, he traveled to the nearest 
U.S. embassy in Turkey to be interviewed 
for his visa, since there is no embassy in 
Iran.
He said i t  took months just  to get  a 
15-minute interview. In total, Naseri said it 
took roughly a year to get his student visa 
finalized.
Albert Maizel, a close friend to Naseri 
and student from Israel, said Naseri and his 
family mean no harm to the U.S.
“ I  th ink  the  bad  peop l e  shou ld  be 
outside of the country, and the good people 
should be welcomed,” Maizel said. “The 
government needs to screen people from 
other countries case-by-case.”
Maizel said there are a lot of good people 
in Iran, and what the ban does is not allow 
them into the U.S.
“The government needs to create a better 
system,” Maizel said.
Naseri said he would like to see someone 
peaceful leading in the U.S., since it is a 
great country.
“We should stand with each other… 
make the world peaceful,” Naseri said.
Kennedy Nolen can be reached 
at 581-2812 or kdnolen@eiu.edu.
Travel ban hits home, affects Eastern students
JORDAN BOYER | DAILY EASTERN NE WS
Max Naseri, a graduate student from Iran, poses for a portrait in his office at Klehm hall Monday night. Naseri said it is embarrassing that Iran is 
on the list of banned countries and is looking for doctorate programs in Canada once he graduates in December. 
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Pres-
ident Donald Trump is indulging in 
his favorite kind of drama — person-
al, aggressive, culturally volatile and 
entirely of his own making.
During a week in which a crucial 
Senate health care vote, his tax plan, 
the North Korean nuclear threat and 
Puerto Rico's post-hurricane suffering 
vied for attention, Trump carried his 
feud with the NFL over players who 
kneel in protest into the new week 
with a fresh volley of tweets.
"The issue of kneeling has nothing 
to do with race. It is about respect for 
our Country, Flag and National An-
them. NFL must respect this!" he said 
in one of his Monday tweets.
But for some, Trump's argument 
with professional athletes had every-
thing to do with race.
NFL spokesman Joe Lockhart de-
fended players' rights to peaceful-
ly protest what they view as racial in-
equality and police mistreatment of 
black males.
Trump has a history of engaging in 
racially fraught battles, from spend-
ing years promoting the false story 
that Barack Obama, the nation's first 
black president, was not born in the 
United States, to his campaign prom-
ise to temporarily ban Muslims from 
the United States. He drew wide-
spread condemnation last month for 
saying "both sides" were at fault for 
violence between white supremacists 
and their opponents during clashes in 
Charlottesville, Virginia.
Public opinion is mixed on wheth-
er professional athletes should be re-
quired to stand for the national an-
them as Trump would like, and there 
is a racial split in how Americans pro-
cess the issue.
More than half of Americans, or 
52 percent, said in a September 2016 
Marist Poll that sports leagues should 
require their players to stand for the 
national anthem. While a majori-
ty of whites, 56 percent, said stand-
ing should be required, most Latino 
adults, 55 percent, and nearly half of 
African-Americans, 48 percent, said 
athletes should not be made to stand.
As the criticism rolled in, Trump 
supporters argued that he was express-
ing patriotism, not targeting African-
Americans.
Trump tweeted about the issue 
anew Monday evening, rebutting a 
CNN report that White House chief 
of staff John Kelly was displeased with 
Trump's criticism of the NFL. Trump 
referred to the network as "fake news" 
and tweeted that Kelly "totally agrees 
w/ my stance on NFL players and 
the fact that they should not be dis-
respecting our FLAG or GREAT 
COUNTRY!"
The NFL spat overshadowed the 
beginning of a week in which Trump 
was expected to flesh out the tax over-
haul plan he wants to sign into law by 
year's end, and perhaps help win over 
enough Senate Republicans to pass 
the newest health care bill. Both are 
top legislative priorities for him and 
his party.
But instead of putting the public 
focus on health care or the tax plan, 
the president spent four days attack-
ing NFL players who kneel during the 
national anthem.
During a political rally Friday in 
Huntsville, Alabama, Trump said, 
"Wouldn't you love to see one of 
these NFL owners when somebody 
disrespects our flag to say get that son 
of a bitch off the field right now, out, 
he's fired, he's fired."
On Saturday, Trump rescind-
ed a White House invitation for Ste-
phen Curry, a star player on the NBA 
champion Golden State Warriors.
The tweets kept coming through-
out the weekend and into Monday, 
when he tweeted his praise for NAS-
CAR, whose fans are predominant-
ly white.
"So proud of NASCAR and its 
supporters and fans. They won't put 
up with disrespecting our Country or 
our Flag - they said it loud and clear!"
Trump's words Friday and Satur-
day sparked a massive show of defi-
ance Sunday as more than 200 NFL 
players protested by choosing not to 
stand for the national anthem. Many 
coaches locked arms with the players.
Trump revels in drama over spat with 
UNITED NATIONS (AP) — 
North Korea's top diplomat said 
Monday that a weekend tweet by 
U.S. President Donald Trump was 
a "declaration of war" and North 
Korea has the right to retaliate by 
shooting down U.S. bombers, even 
in international airspace.
It was the latest escalation in a 
week of undiplomatic exchanges 
between North Korea and the U.S. 
during the U.N. General Assem-
bly's annual ministerial meeting.
The Trump administration, re-
ferring to the tweet, stressed that 
the U.S. is not seeking to over-
throw North Korea's government.
But the more Trump muddies 
the picture, the tougher it may 
become to maintain cooperation 
with China and Russ ia ,  which 
seek a diplomatic solution to the 
nuclear crisis and not a new U.S. 
ally suddenly popping up on their 
borders. It also risks snuffing out 
hopes of persuading Kim's govern-
ment to enter negotiations when 
its survival isn't assured.
Trump tweeted Saturday: "Just 
heard Foreign Minister of North 
Korea speak at U.N. If he echoes 
thoughts of Little Rocket Man, 
they won't be around much lon-
ger!" Trump also used the derisive 
"Rocket Man" reference to Kim in 
his speech to the U.N. General As-
sembly on Sept. 19, but this time 
he added the word "little."
The fore ign minis ter ' s  br ie f 
statement to a throng of report-
ers outside his hotel before head-
ing off in a motorcade, reported-
ly to return home, built on the es-
calating rhetoric between Kim and 
Trump.
North Korea has repeatedly said 
it needs a nuclear deterrent be-
cause the U.S. intends to invade it.
Ri told the General Assembly 
on Saturday that North Korea's re-
cent "ICBM-mountable H-bomb 
test" was a key step to completing 
its nuclear force. He called it "a 
war deterrent for putting an end to 
nuclear threat of the U.S. and for 
preventing its military invasion."
"Our ultimate goal is to estab-
lish the balance of power with the 
U.S.," he minister said.
North Korean 
diplomat says 
tweet by Trump 
Feds rush aid to 
Puerto Rico, while 
Trump tweets 
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TODAY ON CAMPUS: 
WASHINGTON (AP) — The 
U.S. ramped up its response Monday 
to the humanitarian crisis in Puer-
to Rico, even as President Donald 
Trump brought up the island's strug-
gles before Hurricane Maria struck 
— including "billions of dollars" in 
debt to "Wall Street and the banks 
which, sadly, must be dealt with."
Though the administration said 
the focus on aid was strong, when 
two Cabinet secretaries spoke at a 
conference on another subject — in-
cluding Energy Secretary Rick Perry, 
whose agency is helping restore the 
island's power — neither made any 
mention of Puerto Rico or Hurri-
cane Maria.
The confirmed toll from Maria 
jumped to at least 49 on Monday, 
including 16 dead in Puerto Rico.
Trump himself was expected at 
the end of last week to visit Puerto 
Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands, af-
ter they had been ravaged by Hurri-
cane Irma. But the trip was delayed 
after Maria set its sights on the is-
lands.
Energy Department crews are 
working in Puerto Rico and the Vir-
gin Islands, coordinating with the 
Puerto Rico Electric Power Author-
ity, FEMA and a team from the New 
York Power Authority, among oth-
ers. An eight-member team from the 
Western Area Power Authority, an 
Energy Department agency, assist-
ed with initial damage assessments in 
Puerto Rico and has been redeployed 
to St. Thomas. 
The federal response to Maria fac-
es obvious logistical challenges be-
yond those in Texas or Florida. Sup-
plies must be delivered by air or sea, 
rather than with convoys of trucks.
FEMA said it had more than 700 
staff on the ground in Puerto Rico 
and the U.S. Virgin Islands. They 
were helping coordinate a feder-
al response that now includes more 
than 10,000 federal personnel spread 
across the two Caribbean archipela-
gos.
On Capitol Hill, congressional 
leaders were talking about how to 
pay for it all. Lawmakers approved a 
$15 billion hurricane relief packaged 
after Harvey hit Texas, but billions 
more will likely now be needed to re-
spond to Maria.
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AG Ryle Companies is offering jobs in the Mattoon area for positive people who 
will help care for our clients. Instead of an office or a building, work in a house in 
the community, with 4 to 8 clients per home. Job involves assisting 
developmentally and physically disabled clients by helping them with daily 
activities, grooming, basic hygiene, and light housekeeping.
Part-time openings on 3rd shift (11 pm - 7am) - 16 hours a week.
l Paid training  l  No experience required  l CNAs/DSPs encouraged to apply l 
l Must be 18 and pass background check  l 
l High school diploma or equivalent required l
l Equal Opportunity Employer l
Please call today for more information:  217-493-1164.
Come CARE with Us!
Tuesday
EIU Go!
Where: Pemberton Great Room 
When: 5 p.m.
Residents will use hints to 
hunt for Pokemon around 
campus. 
Wednesday
Thursday
Capture the Powerup
Where: North Quad
When: 4:30 p.m.
Students will have a chance to 
defend their hall’s “honor” in 
a classic game of capture the 
flag.
Window/Banner Display
Where: Residence Halls
When: 8 a.m.
Last Day of Panther Babies
Where: Around Campus
When: Evenings
Thursday is the last day 
students will have the chance 
to hunt for the missing 
“panther babies.”
Level Up
Where: All Residence Halls
When: All Day
Throughout the week 
residents can earn extra points 
by donating spare change to 
any charitable cause. 
Trivia/Bingo
Where: Pemberton Great Room 
When: 6:30 p.m. (Trivia)
              7 p.m. (Bingo) 
Residents can earn points by 
winning the trivia and bingo 
games. 
Boat Relay Race
Where: Campus Pond
When: 5:30 p.m.
Teams will compete against 
each other to see which boat 
made out of cardboard is left 
standing.
Friday
ROC Fest Event Schedule
Residents in the different 
halls will show off their halls 
window decorations for a 
chance at first place. 
C ASSIE BUCHMAN | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS
Members of Lincoln Hall’s team for Residents on Campus Fest decide where to put the next 
letter during a life-sized version of the game Bananagrams Monday night in the University 
Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. ROC Fest, where residence halls com-
pete in different activities, is going on all week.
By Cassie Buchman 
Editor in Chief | @cjbuchman
Students could feel the friendly competition in 
the air as Residents on Campus Fest started Monday 
evening with “Tournament Night,” a part of its 
2017 “Panther Family Game Night” theme.
Throughout the University Ballroom of the 
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union, students 
played a life-size version of Battleship, Bananagrams, 
Just Dance and Super Smash Bros. Throughout the 
games, they cheered on friends and members of 
their halls during ROC Fest’s first event.
Ashley Wheaton, a senior biological sciences 
major and the head of ROC Fest this year, said 
RHA members came up with this year’s ‘game’ 
theme because it is something a lot of people would 
enjoy.
“Whether it’s board games, mobile games — 
I thought there would be a little something for 
everyone,” she said.
Wheaton said part of what she likes most 
about planning ROC Fest is seeing people enjoy 
themselves.
“It can really bring together people from 
(different) halls and really brings people together,” 
Wheaton said. “It adds to your overall college 
experience. If you stay in your room all day, it’s not 
nearly as fun as going around and meeting people 
around campus. It gets you more engaged in the 
school.”
ROC Fest is an annual festival the Residence 
Hall Association, puts on each fall. It allows all 
the residence halls to compete against each other 
throughout the week for points. The winning hall 
wins the ROC Fest guitar and “bragging rights,” 
according to the website.
Katie Conlin, a freshman special education major 
and programming chair for Taylor Hall, said she 
likes getting involved and not just sitting inside her 
dorm.
Conlin playfully competed with her roommate 
at Bananagrams.
ROC Fest has been intense, but fun, she said. 
One of  her favorite activities so far has been 
window painting.
“It took a lot of time, but ours looks really good,” 
Conlin said of Taylor Hall’s windows, which are 
now adorned with Mr. and Mrs Pacman, the ghosts 
from the video game, fruit and balloons.
Breya Cooper, a junior sports management 
major, worked on finding letters during a round of 
Bananagrams with other members of Lincoln Hall.
Her team ended up winning the round, jumping 
up and down and cheering when their victory was 
announced.
“I love to win,” she said, smiling.
But Cooper got more out of the night than 
winning a game. She said she got the chance during 
Tournament Night to make friends and learn about 
the community.
The next ROC Fest event, EIU Go! where 
students can participate in a Pokemon hunting 
game will begin at 5 p.m., followed by Trivia at 6:30 
p.m. and Bingo at 7 p.m., all in Pemberton Hall.
Cassie Buchman can be reached at 
581-1812 or cjbuchman@eiu.edu
ROC Fest kicks off 
with tournament
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the editorial board of The Daily Eastern News.
Staff Editorial
Cindy Huff
JALEN MASSIE | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS
This is the third comic in a series created by The Daily Eastern News cartoonist, Jalen Massie. 
Be respectful of your workplace
Don’t let 
writing, reading 
slip away 
Carole Hodorowicz
Credit card debt can lead to problems
College is our last chance to be carefree before 
our real life starts to begin, the life where you get a 
real job, get married, buy a house and start having 
children. 
The only real responsibilities you should have 
right now are passing the English exam tomorrow 
morning. If only life was that easy. 
Unfortunately, many college students are 
burdened not only with class work but also with 
financial pressure because they have chosen to obtain 
credit cards that can lead to them being in debt up to 
$7,500 or more. 
The problem of high credit card debt can add 
many problems to a student’s already hectic life. 
Student may have to drop out of school and get a 
full-time job so they can keep up with payments on 
their credit cards. 
If they do continue to stay in school, they may 
not have the money to continue paying the debt. 
This results in their credit rating going down the 
toilet. The stress of school and credit card debt can 
be overwhelming and can have adverse effects on the 
student, such as depression and bad grades in school. 
Many students are easy targets for credit card 
companies to take advantage of.  Young students are 
often naïve and see the credit cards as an easy way to 
purchase items they cannot afford. 
Most students have never received educational 
classes in personal finances and credit card 
management so they have no idea what they get 
themselves into by signing up for a credit card. 
All they see is free money to spend without 
thinking of the consequences that will come when 
they get their credit card bills in the mail.  
If you are one of the students struggling with 
credit card debt, help is available. 
Talk to your parents or an outside agency that has 
knowledge about credit card debt. 
They can advise you on the best way to reduce 
credit card debt without hurting your credit rating 
for future purchases. 
Learning to use your credit responsibly is the key. 
While you are in school, live within your means, 
think outside the box and live financially inside the 
box. 
After putting all your effort into graduation, don’t 
ruin your chances of reaching your goal by having a 
credit card ruin your credit rating for the rest of your 
life. 
Cindy Huff can be reached at
 581-2812 or clhuff2@eiu.edu.
There is nothing that makes me hit the snooze 
button on my alarm faster than the sun rising on a 
Monday morning. 
Mondays signal the end of a good weekend and 
the beginning of another long week. 
As the glamour of a free weekend fades away 
and a week full of responsibilities materializes, it 
is impossible for me to find delight on the most 
dreaded day of the week. Well, almost impossible.
After boiling in the 90-degree weather and 
dragging my feet from class to class, I came home 
to my favorite surprise: a hand written letter. When 
I opened the small card, patterned with doodles of 
houses with hearts exploding from the chimneys, I 
found the words of my neighbor Lucy.
Ever since I can remember, walking across the 
street to help Lucy cut coupons while chatting 
the afternoon away at her kitchen table has been a 
tradition my younger sister, neighbors and I have 
carried on for many years. With a sharp wit and a 
skilled hand for sewing, Lucy’s contagious energy 
never failed to bring us together to indulge in the 
enjoyment of good company.
However, as we got older, these rendezvouses 
became less frequent. A smile and a wave from our 
front porches were always easy to find, but the time 
to sit around her kitchen table escaped us. Reading 
her words of encouragement, I felt a wave of nostalgia 
wash over me. 
Seeing these words written in her cursive, unique 
like a fingerprint or a snowflake, is priceless.
Handwritten letters, cards, and even notes in class 
are near extinction. We can not let technology take all 
of the blame — humans are just too lazy now with 
all of the quicker alternatives to communicate.
Last semester, my friend Ryan, who goes to 
Marquette University, and I decided to keep this 
ancient art alive. Every couple weeks, we write each 
other back and forth. Receiving a text from Ryan that 
he just put my letter in the mail never failed to put a 
smile on my face, and seeing the letter in my mailbox 
always made my day.
We are both advocates for saving snail mail. Our 
shared passion for handwritten letters has led to a 
new tradition that we have decided to begin this 
semester.
Along with being avid writers, Ryan and I are 
avid readers. With similar literary bucket lists and a 
shared appreciation for literature, we are going to start 
choosing a book to read and annotate.
Ryan has chosen to cross Lolita by Vladimir 
Nabokov off his list first and I am kicking it off 
with Pet Cemetery by Stephen King. Once we are 
finished reading and marking our favorite quotes and 
passages, we are going to mail each other the books 
we chose.
This book and annotation exchange is not only a 
way for us to stay connected while we are both away 
at school, but it is also our contribution to saving 
an art and personal form of communication that is 
slipping away. Participating in these activities will 
always hold more value to me than any material item 
or new product on the market. 
The card Lucy wrote me joins a wall in my room 
decorated with the letters Ryan, my sister and my 
other close friends have written me over the years. 
Underneath is a pile of books I have collected from 
used bookstores, birthdays and Christmas’s that are 
filled with annotations and dog-tailed pages. 
My worry is that one day this collection will 
become a shrine for what we might let slip away. 
Until then, it is my own private museum of personal 
and emotional artifacts. 
Carole Hodorowicz is a junior journalism major. She can be 
reached at 581-2812 or cdhodorowicz@eiu.edu. 
Often so much emphasis is put on how much 
people can get done that we sometimes neglect the 
places some of our greatest accomplishments are 
done in. 
Mess builds up almost effortlessly. It does 
not take dumping a bag of trash on the ground 
every night to leave a highly utilized room in 
disarray. However, people should respectful of the 
workplace and conscientious enough to keep the 
environment organized effectively.
Basic respect for the places a person spends 
most of their time in does not mean constantly 
scrubbing the floors until they shine or doing 
anything else ridiculously time consuming. 
Instead, it means making an effort to help in the 
upkeep of those particular places. 
It can be as simple as picking up a piece of trash 
in a park or recycling papers no longer in use to 
declutter an office space.
Part of the struggle to keep work spaces clean 
is the amount of time spent in the space. It can 
be easy to ignore a mess if you have successfully 
worked around it for long enough. When the 
space is shared with others, it can also be easy 
to rationalize why it is not your responsibility 
to clean up a mess that you did not create. The 
problem is exacerbated by the fact that after a 
long day the last thing most people want to do 
is spend what little time they have left in the day 
straightening up.
 In these cases, it is important to remember 
workplaces are communities. When someone 
falls short by forgetting to clean up their mess, it 
should not automatically be assumed they do not 
care or are lazy. Everyone makes messes they forget 
to clean up sometimes because of extenuating 
circumstances.
Taking a community approach to respecting 
work spaces is most effective because it allows 
everyone to take responsibility for the space 
around them while recognizing it is important to 
help keep the overall space organized.
 This only works if people care enough to 
participate. People need to be willing to recognize 
the value these places have and use the value of the 
places to justify taking the time out of their busy 
schedules to help keep them clean.
Even though it may seem like a waste of time 
to keep the spaces organized and clean to some, 
the investment of that time saves them from a lot 
of confusion and heartache down the road.
When work spaces are not properly organized, 
important papers can be lost or things can get 
spilled on them. It can also damage the equipment 
used to accomplish the work. While Eastern 
cannot always afford new equipment, it is 
important to take care of the equipment provided 
so that it can be kept in the best condition 
possible.
Keeping equipment, documents and other 
office supplies organized can increase efficiency 
by allowing tasks to be completed in the quickest 
manner possible. 
When it comes down to it, showing respect to 
the workplace shows respect for what people do in 
that space and for the people themselves.
If people who do not work in the space see how 
well the place is up kept they are more likely to see 
the value in it, versus a place where there is garbage 
on the floor and not a clean place to be seen. 
Besides an increase in productivity, having a 
clean place to work in can also lead to an increase 
in morale. 
With all the benefits, there is really no reason 
not to show respect for workplaces and even 
public spaces in general by keeping them clean. 
Show you care about your community and the 
environment you live in and clean up today. Even 
if it is just picking up a piece of trash or cleaning 
up your own mess. Everything makes a difference.
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ATTENTION FRESHMAN, SOPHOMORES, 
JUNIORS, AND GRADUATING SENIORS: 
IT'S WARBLER TIME! 
A LIMITED NUMBER OF YEARBOOKS ARE AVAILABLE FOR FREE TO GRADUATES IN 
UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS, SO MAKE SURE YOU RESERVE YOUR COPY OF EIU'S 
AWARD-WINNING YEARBOOK TODAY! 
IF YOU ARE GRADUATING, AND WANT TO BE GUARANTEED A YEARBOOK, YOU MUST ORDER ONE! 
YEARBOOKS ARE $20. TO ORDER, VISIT:
https://commerce.cashnet.com/eiuspub
JORDAN BOYER | DAILY EASTERN NE WS
Chris Adams, a grad student, spins contact poy outside of the Doudna Steps Monday after-
noon. “It captivates me as a performer,” Adams said. “It brings you in the present moment.”
Spin like crazy
Staff Report | @DEN_News
“Books and Babies,” a program including 
bouncing rhymes, songs, finger plays, stories and 
other early literacy activities resumed at 10:30 
a.m. Thursday Sept. 14 in the Craft Room of 
the Charleston Carnegie Public Library. 
The program has been designed for children 
zero through 36 months to do these activities 
with their caregiver. 
The program is free and open to the commu-
nity. A library card is not required to attend.
This activity will be held at 10:30 a.m. every 
Thursday until Nov. 30 in the Craft Room of 
the Charleston Carnegie Public Library.
For children from the ages of three to five, 
the Charleston Carnegie Public Library resumed 
“Preschool Story Time” Sept. 11. 
Children will be able to participate in stories, 
activities, crafts and other fun literacy builders. 
According to a press release from Julie Vier-
tel, the Youth Services Library Associate, one 
program will be presented three different times: 
10:30am, 1:15pm and 5:30pm. This program 
will be held every Monday in the Craft Room 
for this group until Nov. 27. 
This is a free program, open to the public. A 
library card is not needed to attend.
More information can be found at the 
Charleston Carnegie Public Library website at 
www.charlestonlibrary.org.
The News staff can be reached at 
581-2812 or dennewsdesk@gmail.com. 
Carnegie Public Library 
hosts several activities
» SPJ
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
The audience was a mix of interested and 
concerned students and local citizens.
Bonnie Buckley and Ellen Wolcott, two lo-
cals that reside in Charleston, said they made 
their way to campus to find out ways Charles-
ton Huddle, a subset of the Women’s March on 
Washington, could help immigrants.
“We hear so many stories about the way im-
migrants have been treated so badly, and that’s 
not right,” Buckley said. “So I would like to 
change that environment so people are just wel-
come to our country.” 
Cuellar said this affects everyone, as everyone 
is likely to know an illegal immigrant at some 
point.
She also said immigrants are not the problem, 
and, as the documentary pointed out, many take 
jobs that are considered less-desirable in order to 
allow their families to eat and go to school.
“We know a lot of people who are immi-
grants, and they are a huge benefit to this coun-
try, especially to Charleston,” Cuellar said.
The documentary mentioned the importance 
of the American dream in motivating immi-
grants to leave their lives behind and try their 
chance somewhere else.
This dream becomes harder to believe in, as 
since 1994, 6,000 people have died trying to 
cross the Mexican border, Cuellar said.
Despite the hardships many faced, the un-
documented immigrants who were interviewed 
mentioned that it was worth it in the long run 
to come here. 
One of the anonymous immigrants who was 
interviewed said while he reflected on his jour-
ney to America, “Everyone has dreams. Contin-
ue fighting for them.”
Brooke Schwartz can be reached at 
581-2812 or bsschwartz@eiu.edu.
DENtheGet                  straight to your email! Sign up today at 
www.dailyeasternnews.com
Don’t miss a minute of coverage! 
Keep up-to-date on our Facebook and Twitter pages!
@den_news
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For rent
CLASSIFIEDS
Studying makes perfect
Got Ads?
Then
call: 581-2816
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 2017 
The Daily Eastern News 
is your local source for 
all things EIU!
Beautiful 2 STORY HOUSE - fur-
nished for 5-6 girls at $310.00 each 
for 10 Months.  2 1/2 baths, full 
basement, HGTV kitchen remodel, 
Washer/Dryer, central air.  School 
year 2018/19.  1508 1st Street.  Call 
or Text  Jan 232-7653.
________________________ 10/2
PR ATHYUSHA BODAPATI | DAILY EASTERN NE WS 
Tram Nguyen, a junior communication studies major, studys in the Booth Library Monday afternoon. “I came to Booth Library for studying and I have a class at 7 (p.m.) so, I came to 
the Booth Library for revising the study material before going to class,” Nguyen said.
ACROSS
 1 Containers 
at chocolate 
factories
 5 Southern city 
just south of a 
national forest 
with the same 
name
10 Shout after a 
stressful week
14 Mrs. Peacock’s 
game
15 Cello bow 
application
16 Plead with, say
17 Fire hydrant 
attachment
18 Managed to irk
19 It’s a big blow
20 Pixar’s 
“Monsters, ___”
21 Orally
23 Nonverbal “yes”
24 R&B singer 
Bryson
26 ___ Levin, author 
of “Rosemary’s 
Baby”
27 Windows 
precursor
29 Undergraduate 
law deg.
30 Nothing
31 Clumsy fellow
32 Egg ___ yung 
(Chinese dish)
33 Newborn horses
35 “This instant!”
37 Make an 
approach like a 
bird of prey
39 Common 
churchyard 
conifer
42 Destiny
43 Spiritual center, 
in yoga
44 Look for
45 ___-Man
48 “Nothing for me, 
thanks”
49 Adm. Horatio 
Nelson, for one
52 Superexcited
55 Glowing bit in a 
fire
56 Aborted plan
60 Rorschach test 
shape
61 Show leniency 
toward
62 “The very ___!”
63 No-brainer?
64 Freak out
65 Champagne 
bottle stopper
66 “Truer words 
have never been 
spoken!”
67 Thus far
68 It “marches on 
its stomach,” per 
Napoleon
DOWN
 1 TV blocking 
device
 2 Companionless
 3 Where the 
Crimson Tide play
 4 Lay eyes on
 5 Out-of-control 
revelry
 6 Get a close-up of 
by camera
 7 City almost at 
the end of the 
Columbia River
 8 In a ceremonial 
manner
 9 Hard-to-undo 
tie
10 Yank
11 Red River 
Valley city in 
the upper 
Midwest
12 House that’s cool 
to live in?
13 Puts money in, 
as a meter
21 Go up and down, 
as a buoy
22 Plan for hosp. 
patients
25 State university 
city in the 
Midwest
28 Sunny city with a 
famous pier
32 “Here are my 
thoughts,” online
33 Something 
thrown in 
frustration
34 1/60 of a min.
36 Used to be
37 Calypso-
influenced 
genre
38 “I’d rather go 
naked than wear 
fur” org.
40 Fan sound
41 Consume
45 Argentine 
grassland
46 Original eastern 
terminus of the 
Erie Canal
47 French sweetie
50 Italian motor 
scooter
51 Not hunched 
over
52 Group with the 
hit “Waterloo”
53 Grab (onto)
54 Exude, as 
charm
57 Musk, e.g.
58 Infection cause
59 Tasting of 
wood, as some 
chardonnays
PUZZLE BY TIMOTHY POLIN
Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 7,000 past 
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Read about and comment on each puzzle: nytimes.com/wordplay. 
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JOB CODE:
SEARCH OUR JOBS TODAY
apply.smjobs.com
CALL US:
Join our growing team as a Packaging Associate in Mattoon, IL.  We offer weekly 
paychecks, flexible schedules, casual dress environment, competitive pay rates and 
climate controlled facilities.
Currently offering a Referral Bonus up to $100 and weekly pay incentives!
Apply in person Monday-Friday, 8AM-4PM
1020 Broadway • Mattoon, IL 61938
217-234-3624789S
By Vince Lovergine
Men’s soccer reporter| @DEN_Sports
The Eastern men’s soccer team has a cou-
ple days off before heading out on the road 
to start a three-game road trip with West-
ern on Saturday. 
The Panthers was able to hold No. 23 
Omaha holding scoreless Saturday. The de-
fense had been a struggle for Eastern dur-
ing their three-game losing streak, allowing 
seven goals. 
With the draw to Omaha, Eastern still 
has not scored a goal in four matches.
Fortunes could be in play when Eastern 
continues conference play, dating back to 
last year, the Panthers had a similar four-
game drought without scoring a goal, and 
came out with a win against Northern Illi-
nois 1-0 in their next game. 
Sophomore midfielder Johnny Huerta 
says it is fun to play against top talent.
“It’s fun to play against one of the bet-
ter teams in the nation and come out with a 
good result especially with it being confer-
ence play,” Huerta said.
With a good result in hand, Eastern also 
received good news on the defensive side of 
the ball, as senior goalkeeper Mike Novon-
ty earned his second defensive player of the 
week this season.
Novotny ranks 12th in the NCAA in save 
percentage. Currently, he holds a save per-
centage of .871. With 61 total saves to his 
name, he has also logged 1,000 minutes in 
the net for the Panthers this year.
He has been the Panthers’ starting goal-
keeper since his freshman year and is post-
ing some of his best stats this season.ww
Novotny has some familiar company as 
he shares the defensive player of the week 
honor with Omaha’s  goalkeeper Joseph 
Ghitis. 
Novotny credits his teammates and men-
tioning the defense is one of the best in the 
NCAA
“We have one of the top defenses in the 
NCAA so they make it easier for me as a 
goalie,” he said “Erik and Corti have been 
huge for us this year in the back line. A lot 
of credit goes out to them keeping every-
thing composed in front of me.”
With a crucial three-game road trip, in 
which two of those matches will conferenc-
es games, Eastern beat Western last season 
at Lakeside Field 2-0 after sophomores Alex 
Castaneda and Marcus Menniti had a goal 
each. 
Before the win last season, the last time 
Eastern beat Western was back in 2010, 
snapping a five-game losing streak coming 
out victorious 1-0.
Huerta also said for the upcoming game 
Saturday, the team needs to keep grinding.
“We got to keep working hard and learn-
ing everyday leading up to Saturday,” he 
said.
The Panthers take the field in Macomb 
to take on the Leathernecks at 1 p.m. Sat-
urday. 
Eastern is close to turning its five draws into 
wins and on the bright side for the Panthers, 
they are not losses. 
Vince Lovergine can be reached at
 581-2812 or vplovergine@eiu.edu.
Men’s soccer team moving over Summit hump
Panthers continuing fall season play 
By Parker Valentine
Women’s tennis reporter| @DEN_Sports
Eastern’s women’s tennis team continued its 
fall season in Peoria over the weekend at the 
annual Bradley Fall invitational.
The Panthers found success at the event, es-
pecially from two of their freshmen.
Eastern was one of six teams to attend the 
invite. The other five universities in attendance 
were host team Bradley, DePaul, Northern, Il-
linois State and Western.
Freshman Rachel Papavasilopoulos ad-
vanced to the flight A championship, and tech-
nically remained undefeated in singles for the 
tournament.
Papavasilopoulos defeated Illinois State 
sophomore Jelena Vujicic in her opening 
round match Friday (6-4, 6-0). She also de-
feated DePaul freshman Lenka Antonijevic in 
a tie break in her semifinal match up (6-3, 7-6, 
[6]).
Although she advanced to the final of her 
bracket, Papavasilopoulos could not finish 
competition. The freshman had to withdraw 
from Sunday’s final against Bradley’s Sandra 
Maletin due to injury.
Papavasilopoulos wasn’t the only Panther 
freshman to achieve victory at Bradley. 
Along with junior doubles partner Shristi 
Slaria, Claire Martin got the first wins of her 
Panther career over the weekend.
Martin and Slaria advanced to the flight 
championship with a win over the DePaul duo 
Alina Kuzmenkova and Milica Tesic 6-3 in the 
flight B doubles bracket. 
This victory came after defeating ISU duo 
Laura Fitzgerald and Valerija Gercar to open 
doubles competition by another score of 6-3.  
The duo ran out of steam in the champion-
ship round though, they were defeated in the 
flight final by the veteran Bradley duo of Alexa 
Brandt and Malini Wijesinghe.
Doubles flight B produced positive results 
for another Panther duo as well. 
Junior Abby Carpenter and sophomore 
Shelby Anderson also earned a win in the 
bracket.
The duo defeated the intercollegiate team of 
Bradley’s Victoria Gonzalez and Western’s Cary 
Milanes 6-2.
Doubles victories weren’t the only wins Slar-
ia earned at Bradley. The junior finished in 
third for the flight B singles bracket with two 
wins over the weekend.
Slaria defeated Northern freshman Maria 
Potsi in her opening round match (6-2, 6-2). 
After losing a hard fought three set match in 
the second round to ISU junior Veronika Go-
lanova (3-6, 6-4, 10-7), Slaria won her conso-
lation match against Western senior Courtney 
Lubbers (6-3, 6-4). 
The win against Lubbers earned Slaria a 
third place finish for the flight.
Sophomore Stella Cliffe was the other Pan-
ther to earn a win in Peoria. Cliffe defeated 
Kuzmenkova, in a bit of a consolation match 
(6-0, 6-3).
The Panthers will be back in action this 
weekend. They will be at the Darling tennis 
courts in Charleston for EIU’s annual alumni 
match on Saturday.
Parker Valentine can be reached at 
581-2812 or pivalentine@eiu.edu.
SEAN HASTINGS| THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS
Junior Abby Carpenter backhands the ball to freshman Karla Contreras and sopho-
more Emily Pugachevsky at practice Thursday. Eastern is playing its fall season. Eastern 
just finished plays over the weekend at the Bradley Fall Invitational and will have the 
EIU Alumni match Saturday. 
Sports Editor
Sean Hastings
217 • 581 • 2812
DENSportsdesk@gmail.com
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By Maria Baldwin 
Features Writer| @DEN_Sports
After having to sit out last season, 
redshirt sophomore Anne Hughes is 
ready to leave her mark on the East-
ern volleyball team. 
Hughes had to sit last season, and 
said it was one of the most challeng-
ing times of her athletic career.
“I ’ve  faced a  few chal lenges 
throughout my career,” Hughes said. 
“Club volleyball was always tough 
because you’re playing with elite 
players from all around the area, so 
competition for starting spots was 
tough. Last year was my toughest 
challenge I’ve faced, having to sit 
out, but it has definitely taught me 
many important lessons.”
As Hughes and the team have 
grown closer, the team chemistry has 
led to Hughes feeling more comfort-
able on the court, and is already put-
ting up numbers and receiving hon-
ors.
Coming into conference play, 
Hughes was named Ohio Valley 
Conference Co-Defensive player of 
the week, leading the Panthers on 
the defensive side of the court during 
the EIU Panther Classic.
“Being named OVC Defensive 
player of the week and EIU Athlete 
of the week is a tremendous honor to 
me,” Hughes said. “It’s a big reflec-
tion on our team as a whole. It just 
shows that everyone is doing their 
jobs well. Honestly I’m just excited 
that I get the chance to be out on the 
court with my teammates every week 
and play hard, so the honors are just 
a nice bonus and we’re going to keep 
working hard.”
Hughes collected 63 digs and av-
eraged 5.73 digs-per-set, and was 
able to tie her season high in digs 
against Chicago State with 29. She 
closed out the tournament posting 
a kill, nine assists, and two service 
aces.
Earlier in the year, she was named 
to the EIU Panther Invitational All-
Tournament Team.
“I would like to think one of my 
strengths is being someone on the 
court that my teammates can look 
to for stability and being someone 
who is constantly talking,” Hughes 
said. “In volleyball I feel like play-
er’s weaknesses change each week de-
pending on what you need to work 
on from previous matches, so our 
coaches will work with me in prac-
tice to fix my mistakes whether its 
serve receive or defense.”
Lately, Hughes has continued to 
put up numbers for the Panthers, 
leading the team with 257 digs, and 
11 service aces. 
This season hasn’t come without 
sacrifice however, as Hughes and 
the Panthers are still facing adversi-
ty with such a young team. 
“I’m really proud of how the team 
has played thus far.” Hughes said. 
“Every time we’ve had a loss and 
have faced adversity we have come 
together as a team, talked about 
what we need to do to fix it, and 
have executed the game plan. Pre-
season tournaments are always tough 
competition so I’m proud of how we 
finished with a tournament win at 
Indiana State, and we’re all excited 
that OVC play has started.”
Apart from being the person her 
teammates can trust on the court, 
Hughes is enjoying being able to 
play alongside her teammates. 
“Being a defensive specialist is dig-
ging up hits when there is only one 
block up or being a part of the huge 
hustle plays in long rallies,” Hughes 
said. “I think all defensive specialists 
can agree there is nothing more sat-
isfying than getting a ball up that a 
hitter thinks for sure will be a kill.” 
Since she missed her season last 
year, Hughes said that it is very im-
portant to her to make a positive im-
pact on the team.
“Last year taught me that I’m will-
ing to do anything to help the team 
win and that means whether I’m on 
the court or off the court,” Hughes 
said. “This season I really just want 
to lay it all out there and have fun 
with my teammates while I’m doing 
it.”
Senior Hayley Richardson said 
Hughes is one of the best teammates 
she has ever had. 
“She has everyone’s back on and 
off the court,” Richardson said. “She 
is that teammate I can always look to 
if I need to get out of my head be-
cause I always feel like she believes in 
my capabilities and it’s empowering.”
The Panthers are back in Lantz 
Arena on Wednesday against South-
ern Illinois University at Edwards-
ville. 
Maria Baldwin can be reached at 
581-2812 or mjbaldwin@eiu.edu.
Hughes strong in return to Panthers
SEAN HASTINGS| THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS
Redshirt sophomore Anne Hughes prepares to serve the ball in the Panthers’ 3-0 loss to Green Bay Aug. 25. Hughes has been performing well this year 
after missing all of last season.
By Sean Hastings
Sports Editor| @DEN_Sports
On Sept. 16 against Illinois State, 
the Eastern football team’s offense put 
together the worst performance coach 
Kim Dameron had seen in over 30 
years of coaching college football. 
One week and 68 plays on offense 
later, the Panthers are 1-0 in Ohio 
Valley Conference games following a 
19-16 win over Southeast Missouri, 
having them focused on the future 
and forgetting about the worst 
offensive performance their head 
coach had seen in three decades. 
The 1-2 start in non-conference 
games is in the rearview mirror and 
all that matters now is the 1-0 start in 
the OVC—the record that will matter 
for an OVC title. 
Dameron did not think they had 
much confidence they could beat 
Northern and Illinois State, and he 
does not know why. 
“Once we got past those three 
weeks, we said ‘we’re in conference 
play,’ and we went to work and these 
kids really worked hard this past 
week,” he said.
If there was a lack of confidence 
in those two weeks,  i t  i s  gone 
now, especially having to make a 
quarterback switch and turning to a 
redshirt freshman. 
Scotty Gilkey Jr. played with 
confidence and it showed throughout 
the game. Gilkey Jr. threw deep 
passes, ran the ball up the gut, and 
did not fear the defense looking to 
light him up, making them work 
to take down his 6 foot 4, 235 lbs. 
frame. Not your average quarterback. 
Eastern’s offense and team could 
not afford to have another let-down 
week now that the games mean more, 
and Dameron was pleased with the 
entire offense. 
“I was pleased with the amount of 
confidence the offensive players had 
in (Gilkey Jr.),” he said. “They didn’t 
go into this game saying ‘oh gosh,’ 
they went into this game saying ‘we 
know what Scotty can do and he’ll 
compete. Let’s all go compete with 
him and let’s make sure we step our 
game up.” 
From top to bottom the Panthers’ 
offense was night and day compared 
to the Northern and Illinois State 
games. The offensive line protected 
Gilkey Jr., the run game broke out for 
230 yards, the receivers were making 
catches—and some tough ones at that 
and Eastern turned the ball over just 
once. 
The turnover came as Gilkey Jr. 
was breaking off a 29-yard run and 
did not protect the ball enough and 
it was punched out from behind by 
Southeast Missouri’s Omar Pierre-
Louis and recovered by Mike Ford. 
Heading into the game redshirt 
junior wide receiver Aaron Gooch 
said the offense needed to get on one 
accord. 
If putting behind those first three 
games helped Eastern focus on 
Southeast Missouri, maybe putting 
this win behind it and focusing on 
its first road OVC game against 
Tennessee State is a good idea. 
The Tennessee State Tigers are 3-1 
overall, opened OVC play with a 
big loss to Tennessee-Martin 31-16 
Saturday. 
Jacksonville State did not play an 
OVC game on Saturday, but Eastern 
was among four teams that opened 
OVC play with a win.
After the slow start the Panthers 
had to the season overall, grabbing 
that first win was key and has them in 
a good position moving forward.
Austin Peay and Easrtern Kentucky 
were among the four teams that won 
on Saturday as well. 
Last year for the Panthers, they 
won their OVC opener against Austin 
Peay 56-35, but lost to Southeast 
Missouri the following weeek. 
As long as Eastern plays the 
way they did last week against the 
Redhawks this week, they should be 
2-0
Like Gooch said, having the 
Panthers’ entire offense on the same 
accord played a key role in the win. 
The week before, against Illinois 
State, Dameron said he was scared 
the redshirt senior quarterback Mitch 
Kimble and Gilkey Jr. were “going to 
get killed.”
Both  quar te rbacks  were  h i t 
regularly when the dropped back to 
pass. And when they did have time, 
Gooch admitted the receivers had a 
bust. 
T i m e  f o r  E a s t e r n  t o  s t a y 
consistent.  
  
Sean Hastings can be reached at 
581-2812 or shastings@eiu.edu.
Panthers staying focused on games ahead
OPINION | FOOTBALL
Sean Hastings
